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My main professional interest in the communication and interpretation of signals of identity is in the context of forensic authorship attribution and so I focus particularly on what pit is possible to glean early in an encounter with a previously unknown speaker/writer. My main personal interest is in the experience of semi- competent non-native speakers struggling to maintain their identity in a new culture. 

My title reflects the fact that, as a forensic linguist, I work almost exclusively with written texts and therefore focus mainly on lexico-grammatical items, but I certainly do not intend to exclude from consideration the clues provided via the phonological and paralinguistic channels, nor the information that can be derived from topic selection and interactive strategies and structures. I will, however, say nothing about any non-linguistic signalling, even though that can often be a very powerful initial marker of identity, as 67-year old Rob Moodie demonstrated when he arrived at court in a blue skirt and stockings and asked to be addressed as Ms Alice. Interestingly, though, the former rugby player still felt the need to make explicit linguistically the significance of his new sartorially transmitted identity, just in case someone misinterpreted the signal as non-ironic: "I'm objecting to the male ethos that is dominating this case" 

As will already be evident my concerns are much narrower than those of the majority of the other authors in this book; whereas they are in the main examining multi-faceted and complex aspects of identity, I am looking at a small number of low level linguistic realisations, but hopefully we are all engaged in describing different aspects of the same picture.

 Lay Decoding of Identity Features
From the moment we begin to interact with a previously unknown speaker/writer we start to construct an identity for them, first collecting individual clues and then trying to link those early clues together, like beginning a jigsaw puzzle without a picture of the assembled whole, joining single pieces together and then producing small but growingly significant clumps until it is possible to form an impression of how the whole must look. 

One proceeds much faster when the interaction is oral, because the voice itself carries important information - within seconds we can derive information about national, regional, social and often educational background from the speaker’s accent and can normally determine biological sex from the pitch of the voice, although here mistakes are not uncommon, particularly on the telephone. Of course, there are interesting linguo-cultural conventions superimposed on pitch, so, for example, Japanese female voices have a significantly higher average pitch than western voices while among native Englishmen there is a small but measurable difference in pitch between male voices speaking Urdu and those speaking English. 

What is perhaps more surprising is that listeners can also determine, with a fair degree of accuracy, the biological sex of young children from their voices alone and this demonstrates that gender differences produced and recognised vocally are more complex than just pitch phenomena. In fact the voices of pre-adolescent boys are on average slightly higher in pitch than those of girls of the same age, but from an early age children start to model their speech on that of same sex carers and they mimic the sex-based formant differences so successfully that listeners can distinguish boys from girls, even when presented with single decontextualised vowels. The linguistic display of identity begins very early.

The richness of information carried by the voice alone is very important in a forensic context where a phonetician, investigating recordings of bomb threats, ransom demands or obscene phone calls may have only 10-15 seconds of speech to work on and even then there may be have been an attempt to muffle the voice and/or change the accent. A classic example of successful forensic phonetic analysis was the hoax tape recording in the 1970s Yorkshire Ripper serial murder case. Everyone who listened to the tape recording recognised the voice as having a ‘Geordie’ accent, from the northeast of England, but the phonetician involved1, using professional descriptive tools and detailed knowledge about local phonetic variation derived from dialect surveys he himself had conducted, managed to locate the accent with amazing accuracy. The hoaxer, when eventually arrested, was living only a mile away from the village that the phonetician had identified as the most likely place where the speaker had spent his formative childhood years.

Obviously the untrained lay person, in attempting to assign identity to an unknown speaker in real-time, begins with crude stereotypes and gradually refines them, but sometimes the initial stereotyping can have unfortunate consequences, particularly when there is no opportunity for subsequent refinement. I will give an example from lexico-grammar. Lakoff (1975) suggested that women’s speech contained lexico-grammatical features sufficiently distinctive to allow anyone reading a transcript of a conversation to distinguish male from female without the benefit of the voice information or reference to content. She claimed that many of these features were a consequence of women’s less powerful social roles. However, when Conley et al (1978) looked at the language used by witnesses in courtroom settings they discovered that, although some of the women were indeed using ‘women’s language’, some certainly were not and more surprisingly some of the less confident male witnesses were using women’s language too. 

Conley et al therefore relabelled Lakoff’s collection of markers as ‘powerless language’ and classified utterances where such features did not occur as instances of powerful language. Although linguists researching language and gender have since severely criticised the Lakoff claims as at best amateurish and at worst simply mistaken, it would appear that the stereotype she was identifying does have some psychological reality. The worrying finding from the Conley et al study was that, irrespective of gender, jury members said they had less faith in evidence given by those speakers Conley et al classified as using ‘powerless’ language and placed greater credence in the evidence given by those speakers using powerful language. 
This seems to support suggestions that a default interpretative setting for listeners is to take any new speaker at face value – that is to accept the face/identity the speaker chooses to present to the world – until there is evidence to force them to modify it.

Of course stereotype interpretation depends crucially on recognising the communicative and interpretative framework that the unknown speaker is using; if not significant misinterpretations can occur. In a very different judicial context from that investigated by Conley et al, Eades (1992) examined the performance of Aboriginal witnesses in court. The court had no difficulty in perceiving the identity difference of such witnesses as their distinctive physical appearance was a constant reminder, but, until recently, courts had insisted in proceeding on the assumption that Aboriginals were communicatively competent in English. Eades (ibid) reporting a campaign she co-ordinated and which eventually led to Aboriginals being granted the right to court interpreters, observed that the typical aboriginal response to a question is a short respectful silence, designed to show that the question and the questioner are being treated seriously. However, in a white Australian courtroom this behaviour, silence following a question, has a very different significance, it is interpreted as an indication of ‘shifty’ behaviour, of the witness weighing up possible alternative answers, rather than coming straight out with the truth. In this context what an aboriginal witness did not say immediately would devalue the subsequent evidence, because the silence reinforced the stereotypical view that aboriginals are untrustworthy.

 Idiolect
The professional linguist can approach the question of identity from the theoretical position that every speaker/writer has their own distinct and individual version of the language(s) they speak, their own idiolect and the assumption that this idiolect will manifest itself through distinctive and idiosyncratic choices (see Bloch 1948, Halliday et al 1964:75). Thus, every speaker has a very large active vocabulary built up over many years, which differs from the vocabularies others have similarly built up, not only in terms of actual items, but also in preferences for selecting certain items rather than others (see Hoey (2005) on lexical priming). Thus, whereas in principle any speaker/writer can use any word at any time, speakers in fact tend to make typical and individuating co-selections of preferred words. The same principle of preferred co-selections will be true for all the other linguistic areas already mentioned, but I will exemplify here using lexis, because that is the area where description is most advanced. 

An early and persuasive example of the forensic significance of idiolectal co-selection was the Unabomber case. Between 1978 and 1995, someone living in the United States, who referred to himself as FC, sent a series of bombs, on average once a year, through the post. At first there seemed to be no pattern, but after several years the FBI noticed that the victims seemed to be people working in Universities and Airlines and so named the unknown individual the Unabomber. In 1995 six national publications received a 35,000 manuscript, entitled Industrial Society and its Future, from someone claiming to be the Unabomber, along with an offer to stop sending bombs if the manuscript were published.

In August 1995, the Washington Post published the manuscript as a supplement and three months later a man contacted the FBI with the observation that the document sounded as if it had been written by his brother, whom he had not seen for some ten years. He cited in particular the use of the phrase "cool-headed logician" as being his brother’s terminology, or in our terms an idiolectal preference, which he had noticed and remembered. The FBI traced and arrested the brother, who was living in a log cabin in Montana. They found a series of documents there and performed a linguistic analysis on them – one of the documents was a 300-word newspaper article on the same topic as the published manuscript, which had been written a decade earlier. The FBI analysts claimed major linguistic similarities between the 35,000 and the 300 word documents: they shared a series of lexical and grammatical words and fixed phrases which, the FBI argued, provided linguistic evidence of common authorship. 

The defence contracted a distinguished linguist, who counter-argued that one could attach no significance to the isolated shared items because anyone can use any word at any time and therefore shared vocabulary can have no diagnostic significance. The linguist singled out twelve words and phrases for particular critical comment, on the grounds that they were items that could be expected to occur in any text that was arguing a case: at any rate; clearly; gotten; in practice; moreover; more or less; on the other hand; presumably; propaganda; thereabouts; and words derived from the roots or ‘lemmas’ argu* and propos*. The FBI searched the internet, which in those days was a fraction its current size, but even so they discovered some 3 million internet documents which included one or more of the twelve items. However, when they narrowed the search to those which included instances of all twelve items they found a mere 69 and, on closer inspection, every single one of these documents proved to be an internet version of the 35,000 word manifesto. This was a massive rejection of the defence expert’s view of text creation as purely open choice, as well as a powerful example of the idiolectal phenomenon of co-selection and an illustration of the consequent forensic possibilities that idiolectal co-selection affords for authorship attribution or the matching of linguistically conveyed identity2.

 Plagiarism
The education and assessment of students is a fascinating site for the investigation of linguistically mediated identity – in setting assignments and term papers the professor invites the student to display her/himself through expressed opinions and methods of argumentation. The tradition in which I was myself educated, and then taught to subsequent generations, considers that a student has only really learned something when able to express it in her/his own words.  For that reason it severely discourages the mere sewing together of text which has been produced by others, however eminent they are and however good the resulting argument: so plagiarism is punished severely. 

Seen from an identity viewpoint plagiarism is a phenomenon which is usually first identified because the text is perceived by the reader to be presenting multiple and incompatible linguistic identities or, as their linguistic realisations have traditionally been labelled, styles. In the following text, written by a 12 year old girl, the identity/style shifts are particularly obvious:

Text 1
The Soldiers (all spelling as in the original; names changed)
Down in the country side an old couple husband and wife Brooklyn and Susan. When in one afternoon they were having tea they heard a drumming sound that was coming from down the lane. Brooklyn asks, 
“What is that glorious sound which so thrills the ear?” when Susan replied in her o sweat voice
“Only the scarlet soldiers, dear,”
The soldiers are coming, The soldiers are coming. Brooklyn is confused he doesn’t no what is happening.
Mr and Mrs Waters were still having their afternoon tea when suddenly a bright light was shinning trough the window.
“What is that bright light I see flashing so clear over the distance so brightly?” said Brooklyn sounding so amazed but Susan soon reassured him when she replied ………

The first paragraph is unremarkable, but the style shifts dramatically in the second, “What is that glorious sound which so thrills the ear?”. The narrative then moves back into the opening style, before shifting again to “What is that bright light I see flashing so clear over the distance so brightly?” This reader seriously doubted that the young author could have written in two styles so contrasting in sophistication and assumed the more sophisticated items had been borrowed. 

From what has been said above it is evident that access to some of the distinctiveness of an identity, as expressed linguistically through idiolect, will be through examining collocations, particularly ones that strike the reader as unusual and so possibly created specially for that particular use. This detailed linguistic focus proves to be a very efficient way of finding text which has been plagiarised from the internet. If one chooses as search items unusual two-word collocations, typically as few as three of them are sufficient, one will normally locate the borrowed text very quickly. In the case of the 12-year old’s story, if we take as search terms the three collocate pairs ‘thrills/ear’, ‘flashing/clear’ and ‘distance/brightly’ we can immediately appreciate the distinctiveness of idiolectal co-selection. The single collocation ‘flashing/clear’ yields over half a million hits on Google, but the three pairings together a mere 360 hits, of which the first thirteen are all different internet versions of the same W.H. Auden poem ‘O What is that sound’. The borrowed words from the first two verses are highlighted in bold: 
	Text 2
O what is that sound which so thrills the ear
  Down in the valley drumming, drumming?
Only the scarlet soldiers, dear,
  The soldiers coming.
 
O what is that light I see flashing so clear
  Over the distance brightly, brightly?
Only the sun on their weapons, dear,
  As they step lightly.

Given the detection successes of collocation-led searching, the discovery of even small amounts of identical text in two documents begins to look less like two authors happening to select the same formulation and more like one borrowing from the other. What then comes to be of crucial importance to the forensic linguist, as well as to the amateur plagiarism hunter, is to know how long or rather how short a sequence of words does one need to have before one can assert that it is almost certainly a unique encoding. Evidence suggests that sequences can be surprisingly short.

The data I will use for exemplificatory purposes come from the Appeal of Robert Brown in 2003. In this case there was a disputed confession statement and a disputed record of an interview both recorded by police officers. Brown claimed that the monologue confession statement had in reality been an interview or dialogue, in which all the incriminating content attributed to him had been introduced by the interviewing police officer. In disputing the interview, he agreed that there had been an interview, but said the record was not made contemporaneously, but rather constructed afterwards partly on the basis of the statement – “no police officer took any notes” (Judge’s Summing – up, p 93 section E). 

Below are two sentences taken from the statement matched with sentences occurring in the disputed interview record:

Text 3
i) Statement 	I asked her if I could carry her bags she said "Yes"
Interview 		I asked her if I could carry her bags and she said "yes"

ii) Statement 	I picked something up like an ornament
Interview		I picked something up like an ornament

The police argued that the noted similarity was unremarkable; indeed one would in fact expect that the same person talking about the same events on two separate occasions would use the same linguistic formulations. My problem was to suggest, counter-intuitively for a lay audience, that even such short extracts are almost always unique encodings and so the fact that the same wording occurred in two separate documents was compelling evidence that one document had been created on the basis of the other. 

I chose to use examples from an internet search engine rather than from a professionally assembled corpus such as the Bank of English or the British National Corpus, on the grounds that search engines are accessible to the layperson for whom the argument was designed and so my claims could be easily tested. What is surprising to lay people is how quickly a lengthening sequence of linguistic choices moves towards becoming a unique utterance. If you, Dear Reader take a text you have written yourself, choose a sentence at random and type the first dozen words into a search engine, the odds against discovering any other instance of that sequence are astronomical.
For this case I chose to use Google and the results from a search for “I asked her if I could carry her bags and she said "yes"” were as follows

I asked                        	2,170,000
I asked her		284,000
I asked her if		 86,000
I asked her if I		 10,400
I asked her if I could	  7,770
I asked her if I could carry	        7
I asked her if I could carry her	       4
I asked her if I could carry her bags	       0

While the 13-word sentence may have seemed, when you first read it, not to be at all remarkable, there was not a single occurrence of even the first 8 words in the more than 5 billion texts that Google searched.  However, my report was written 7 years ago, in February 2000, and Google now searches billions of new texts – could the situation have changed? After writing the above sentence in January 2007 I searched Google again and found to my horror that there were now four occurrences of the sequence “I asked her if I could carry her bags” and even two of the whole 13-word sequence “I asked her if I could carry her bags and she said ''yes''”. However, it is often the exception that proves the rule, because all of the occurrences turned out to be repetitions of the one original encoding: since Robert Brown’s successful appeal against his original conviction, there is a website devoted to the case, which reproduces the disputed statement – and the other examples occur in internet versions of articles I wrote about the case. Thus it is indeed by their words that we know them.

 Projecting identity
As everyone has an understanding of the bases of the stereotypes by which others will judge them, they may consciously alter some of their linguistic realisations in order to try to ensure that others ‘decode’ what they see as their ‘proper’ identity. I myself did this when I discovered, as a trainee teacher, that my North-East of England regional accent appeared to be interfering with the interpersonal aspects of my teaching.  It not only marked me out as a rank outsider but also projected to my students a less-educated identity than my position required. For better or worse, I altered my accent, so that it gave away little regional information.  Now, even though 40 years later the meanings of regional accents have changed, it is only when I return to my native Yorkshire that I slip back into the old groove and happily assert my origins and belongingness. 

A famous example of deliberate change of vocal identity is that of Margaret Thatcher, who took voice training classes to enable her to lower the pitch of her voice and thereby benefit from the respect typically awarded to the lower-pitched male voice; and for this very reason, for the first 50 years of its existence the BBC did not consider female voices to be appropriate for news-reading.

One can see in the following news item the intimate relationship that is felt by non- linguists to exist between accent and identity:

Text  4
A Geordie woman has apparently developed foreign accents after waking up following a stroke. Linda Walker awoke in hospital to find her distinctive Newcastle accent had been transformed into [what others heard as] a mixture of Jamaican, Canadian and Slovakian…. Mrs Walker added: "I've lost my identity, because I never talked like this before. I'm a very different person. http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/england/tyne/5144300.stm

 Projecting identity in another language
The problem of projecting identity can be much more severe for those trying to communicate in a foreign language and in a foreign country as I know to my cost, at both the conscious and semi-conscious levels. When I was working on doctor-patient interaction in the early 1970’s a doctor said to me ‘simple people have simple diseases’ and he could have added ‘semi-competent foreign language speakers (appear to) have simple if not simplistic opinions’. Like all semi-competent foreign language speakers I learned to survive by saying what I could rather than what I wanted to and I was painfully aware of expressing views that were much cruder than I would have expressed in my native English. 

Competent non-natives have different problems, one of which is accent. Do they try to sound like native speakers, but then they may suffer when their genuine mistakes with other less well-acquired features, such as sophisticated politeness markers or register rules, are interpreted as giving offence intentionally rather than unwittingly. Or do they insist on marking their foreign-ness explicitly through their accent and suffer different consequences, at the very least of being though to be less competent linguistically than they actually are, or at the worst of being seen to be too arrogant to bother to learn to pronounce more accurately.

One area where I have been conscious of deliberately changing my own behaviour in order to try to convey what I see as my ‘real’ identity, is with non-verbal behaviour. In my early days in Brazil, when, without thinking, I carried over my English non-verbal signalling, particularly into greeting situations, I was thought to be a cold withdrawn person. I tried to learn how to behave in Portuguese in a way that would convey (what I considered to be) the same ‘identity’ that I tried to project in my native language in my native country. But, even if successful, this strategy can create two kinds of difficulty – firstly, when interacting in English in Brazil, particularly with native speakers, which non-verbal system should I use, does the country or the language of interaction determine the most appropriate realisations; and secondly, when I switch countries it can take me some time to re-adjust – I once flew overnight to the UK, went straight from the airport to the University and as I crossed the campus met, greeted in English and then kissed on both cheeks a female Muslim student – only her startled reaction made me realise my mistake – in Brazil I could greet students and secretaries with a kiss, but not in England.

But much more difficult is topic and turn-taking management when one is doing ones best to perform like an in-group member without really being one, which is the task that faces me as the husband of a Brazilian mixing with Brazilian husbands. In the group of closest friends there is a fairly strict division of roles, skills, responsibilities and interactional groupings. Some of my interests in cooking and childcare for instance are regarded as women’s topics and so I may find myself at a party, deep in an interesting conversation about recipes and ingredients, being ‘rescued’ from the women’s group and taken off to join the men’s group at the bar. 

Performing interactively like a Brazilian husband is a real challenge; I am unable to contribute with jokes, as mine tend to be based on word play, which is not regarded as funny and even worse, my attempts are typically received by a gentle, though uncomprehending  explanation that I am actually confusing two distinct words. Their jokes, by contrast, are sexist and often anti-gay which I in turn don’t find funny and can never remember in order to be able to retell to others.. The group does indulge in quite a lot of teasing (Eggins and Slade 1997), which I am used to from an English context, but, although I am quite successful at doing being teased and appreciating the teasing of others, I have not yet learned how to tease fully successfully and on at least one occasion I am sure I caused offence. 

Some of my other problems are similar to those experienced by anyone joining an existing grouping – they have  shared the past for 50 years and the best I can do is to gradually acquire knowledge about it; they have preferred topics and there at least I can be well informed – I know much more about football than I used to, though I have no greater enthusiasm for watching it and my insights into local politics are impressive.  But interestingly the whole group collaborates  in actively searching for shared topics  we make cross-cultural comparisons frequently and talk more than one usually would about visits abroad  Even so, my main strategy is to  address the group as a whole as little as possible and to interact instead with individuals or small sub-groups – in other words I change the interaction type to one where intercultural differences are fewer and do my difference less obvious..

 Masking identity
There are times when people assume a false identity. The traditional criminal contexts  for forensic linguists are falsified wills and suicide notes, but all internet users now receive on a regular basis letters purporting to come from their banks, from Paypal and of course from the insistent impecunious heirs of deceased African generals. 

If you recently accessed your account while traveling, the unusual log in
attempts may have been initiated by you. However, if you did not initiate
the log ins, please visit Barclays IBank as soon as possible to check-up your
account information

Our client is the wife of former chief security officer (cso) to the former Nigerian head of state Late Gen Sani Abacha, who (i.e. Major Hamza AL- Mustapha) is currently being detained by the present civilian government

 Quite recently there has been a growing number of criminal cases involving suspect mobile phone text messages and these are a fascinating challenge to the forensic linguist, as there is so little language available to analyse in order to determine the identity of the texter.
In 2001 a 15-year-old girl set off for school one Monday morning and was never seen again. In the afternoon her favourite uncle reported that he had reported a text message, to which he replied. Then next day he received a second, after which there was silence. The police soon discovered that he had been having an affair with his niece and suspected he was involved in her disappearance. They began to wonder whether he had in fact sent the text messages to himself from her phone. I was given access to all the messages that had been sent from the phone on the three days preceding her disappearance, there were some 65 of them, and was asked to express an opinion as to the likelihood that she had written the final two or whether they could have been written by someone pretending to be her. 

Texting is linguistically very interesting because the conventions for abbreviating are still quite fluid and so messages can display considerable idiolectal variation. The first of the two suspect text messages, which is reproduced in full below, had a series of abbreviations, which I have highlighted in bold, which were atypical of her usage during the three previous days:

Extract 4
HIYA STU WOT U UP 2.IM IN SO MUCH TRUBLE AT HOME AT MOMENT EVONE HATES ME EVEN U! WOT THE HELL AV I DONE NOW? Y WONT U JUST TELL ME TEXT BCK PLEASE LUV DAN XXX

In the texts from the three previous days, the girl almost invariably used sentence case not full capitalisation;  her abbreviation of ‘what’ was always ‘wat’ and of ‘have’ usually ‘ave’, although there were occasional examples of ‘av’. Also on every occasion that she sent the homonym ‘one’, whether it was acting as a pronoun or as a cardinal number, she used the numeral ‘1’, her abbreviations of prepositional phrases did not omit the article ‘the’ completely, but rather reduced it to ‘da’, and indeed, there was even an example of ‘at the moment’ abbreviated to ‘at da mo’. Finally, almost all of her messages ended with a request to the recipient to ‘text back’, but the form ‘text bck’ was never used – the most frequently used form was ‘txtb’ and in none of the messages was ‘text’ written in full. Thus the comparative evidence suggested this was a message produced by someone else pretending to be her. 

 Text messages are typified by their brevity, but some people attempt to mask their identity for much longer stretches of text and time:

A thirteen year old Southampton girl and an only child, Michaela Montague, disappeared for five days after visiting an internet café on Valentine’s Day. …. it is strongly suspected that she was abducted by a paedophile she ‘met’ on the internet. [Her mother] voiced her concerns about the ease with which paedophiles can make direct contact with children via the web, saying … ‘People can pretend to be anything they seem when you cannot see them.’
http://www.childalert.co.uk/absolutenm/templates/newstemplate.asp?articleid=67&zoneid=1 (​http:​/​​/​www.childalert.co.uk​/​absolutenm​/​templates​/​newstemplate.asp?articleid=67&zoneid=1​)

Such interactions and subsequent encounters are already a major problem for the police. In a recent case in Britain a middle aged American ex-serviceman pretending to be a 19-year old set up a meeting with a 13-year old girl pretending to be a 17-year old woman and took her off to Germany – what we do not know is whether one or both of the pair had seen through the assumed identity before they met in person and if they had whether it was due to inappropriate topics and/or linguistic choices unusual for the assumed identity. 

In an attempt to catch such paedophiles there are now groups of law enforcement officers, as well as members of amateur vigilante groups, logging on to internet chat rooms used by teenagers. We now have the bizarre but deadly serious situation of middle aged men and woman pretending to be teenagers in order to try to ensnare paedophiles, who may also be pretending to be teenagers. In a recent case a man accused and later convicted on of being a paedophile on the basis of chatroom conversations claimed he was actually acting as a vigilante. http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/england/london/6200338.stm (​http:​/​​/​news.bbc.co.uk​/​1​/​hi​/​england​/​london​/​6200338.stm​). 

However,  from all we know about the linguistics of identity, assuming another identity and masking your own is by no means an easy task, so  a new challenge  for the forensic linguist is to discover which  are the most fruitful areas on which to concentrate in order to unmask  false identities rapidly and successfully. If that proves possible the even greater challenge will be to make the detection semi-automatic a project the British police are actively considering funding.

  Concluding Remarks
I hope I have managed, in this short exploratory paper, to suggest some of the ways in which a detailed focus on lower level linguistic phenomena can fruitfully supplement and complement the more theoretical approaches to identity description and analysis presented in some of the other papers in the collection.
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Notes
1.	For a report on the original investigation see Ellis (1994) and for report on the eventual identification of the hoaxer see French et al (2006)
2.	For an accessible version of events, from someone who wrote a report on the language of the manuscript, see Foster (2001). The full text of the Unabomber manuscript is available at: http://www.panix.com/~clays/Una/ (​http:​/​​/​www.panix.com​/​~clays​/​Una​/​​).


